**GUJARAT PORTS ON TERROR ALERT**

Terrorists targeted by Pak Navy intrude Gulf of Khambhat, on prow: Intel

**Madras High Court**

Mandip port is one of the largest in the country and is one of the most crowded port in Khambhat (now known as Kandla) in Kutch district. The port is also a huge bulk handling facility with about 22 berths. The port is located in the Gulf of Khambhat in the Indian Ocean, close to omdaty of Pakistan.

The region also booms of other terrorist modules like the world’s largest oil refinery at Chittagong. To this end, the Pakistani Navy has successfully completed the withdrawal of all cases and the order withdrawing all cases against it. The region is also a major source of international trade, with the only land link between Pakistan and India.

**TERROR THREAT FROM PAKISTAN**

Pakistan is facing a major threat from Pakistan, which has been consistently attacking the region in the past. The Pakistani military has been involved in several terrorist acts in the region, including in Balochistan and Gilgit-Baltistan. The Defence Minister said Islamabad does not want to see a repeat of the events of 2008 in Mumbai. The attack was targeted at the Taj Mahal Palace Hotel and other tourist attractions in the city. The attack was carried out by a group of suicide bombers who attacked the hotel with handmade bombs.

**Free bus ride for women on October 29**

Women can ride DTC and Metro trains for free on October 29 as the Delhi Police have decided to give free ride to women on these modes of transport in the city. The initiative is being taken in coordination with the Ministry of Women and Child Development and the Delhi Government.

**Indonesia demands Pak for warmongering**

Indonesia has demanded that Pakistan stop using terrorist groups as state policy against India. Indonesia’s foreign minister, Retno Marsudi, said that Pakistan’s continued support of terrorist groups was a violation of international law.

**APL funds to help States grow green fingers**
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BJP ranks swell to 18 crore
7 or more new members in Bengal alone; only 8 countries have population exceeding the BJP’s numbers: Nadda

Tariq Anwar all set to take Delhi Congress command

Taj Mahal likely to open after sunset for all

Agriculture Min: Potato yield to go up, tomato yield to go down and onion production to remain flat

100% FDI in coal mining will hit PSU Coal India hard: CPM

NIRF notice to MP Govt over ‘bought-up’ cataract surgeries in Indore hospital

CBI seeks Speaker’s nod to probe 3 TMC MPs

Narendra Modi launches Suraj Pratishtha Yojana; Bjp leader urges leaders to work for people

Narendra Modi launches Suraj Pratishtha Yojana at Sharanpur village in Rajkot district

Nadda said the organisation had recorded a seven-fold rise in membership. "This has opened a new chapter in our history," Nadda said, adding the party had focused on reaching out to every section of the society. "This party has worked for the betterment of every class and community," Nadda said.

The membership drive that began in July last year was set to be completed before August 20. Sources said the party had crossed the 21.5-crore mark, nearly 10 million short of its target. As many as 300,000 new members were expected to be added to the party’s numbers this month alone.

"We are confident of hitting the target of 18 crore members," Nadda said.

The party had fixed a membership target of 20 crore by 2019. As of last month, the party’s membership was reportedly at 12.74 crore.

In the previous year, the organisation had added 1.5 crore members. The BJP had crossed the 10-crore mark in 2016.

Nadda also said the party had an active presence in 150 countries. The party had also set a target of 150 million foreign nationals to enrol as party members in different countries. "India is such a country that has to spread itself globally," Nadda said.

BJP president JP Nadda has said the party would launch a membership drive on September 30 under the leadership of Home Minister Amit Shah. Nadda said the BJP would cover the whole country in the membership drive and enrol members from every nook and corner of the country. The drive would be completed in about 3 months,

Historically, the Members of Parliament’s (MPs) wing of the BJP has set a target of simultaneously enroling six crore members every year since its inception in 1951. In the last few years, the party has been able to achieve annual membership growth of over 10 million members, which is set to continue under the party’s new leadership.

In 2018, the BJP had an estimated 1.1 crore members across 180 countries. In 2019, the number was 1.45 crore. In 2020, it added 1.5 crore members, which is nearly equal to the membership of the country of Bangladesh.

A report by The Lancet said this week that the proportion of people who leave the country in search of work is growing worldwide. The report said that globally, 273 million people migrated to another country in 2020, up from 237 million in 2010. The number of cross-border migrants is expected to reach 325 million by 2030. This suggests that the number of Indian migrants across the world could continue to rise, the report said.

The membership drive would be conducted in a manner that would include the enrolment of both national and foreign nationals. The drive will also focus on areas where the party has a weaker presence, the sources said.

The sources said the membership drive would be conducted in coordination with the party’s organisational structure and the party would ensure that the drive is not only about enrolling members but also about ensuring that the party’s work is taken forward in the local areas where new members are enrolled.

"The drive will be conducted in a manner that will not only focus on enrolling members but also on ensuring that the party’s work is taken forward in the local areas where new members are enrolled," the sources said.
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Sports award in memory of Jheeram Valley martyrs soon

Ajit Jogi moves HC to challenge scrutiny committee’s findings

STAFF REPORTER  | RAIPUR

Chief Minister Raghubar Das on Thursday announced that the state government would soon introduce sports award in the name of Bastar Valley martyrs.

He also announced that soon two sports competitions would be appoionted in the state. The CM was addressing the State Sports Awards ceremony organized by Sports and Youth Welfare department to mark the National Sports Day at Pt. Deen Dayal O deport Centre, in Raipur.

Provided state-level and national-level quality certificates. Six parameters have been defined under the schemes including main- nance cleanliness, hygiene and infection control in gymnasium centre, other health and community hostels. Moreover, sector was also felicitated for that excellent work.

Three hardcore Naxals carrying reward of ₹1 lakh each held

DANTEWADA: Three hardcore Naxals carrying reward of ₹1 lakh each on their heads were arrested during an anti-insurgency operation in Bhuppurad from Narayanpur.

They were arrested during an operation carried out based on an input at a forested patch in Narayanpur. They were identified as Mansoor Akhtar of Khunti and Ramesh Bhaskar of Banka.

They were wanted in connection with murders of a private contractor Gomesh Nand, who was killed near Kanker railway station, a local police official said.

They were also present on the wanted list of a joint operation command post for investigation of Chhattisgarh and Dantewada district, police said.

Devati Karma likely to be Congress candidate for Dantewada by-polls

STAFF REPORTER  | RAIPUR

Devati Karma is likely to be nominated as Congress candidate for Dantewada assembly by-polls.

According to sources, the party is preparing its candidate for the Dantewada seat after the death of MLA Shambhu Singh.

Devati was the Congress candidate from this seat in 2016 assembly election. She lost by a narrow margin to the BJP’s Bhanu Mundra.

The seat fell vacant after the death of Singh in a road accident in Basna on June 17.

STAFF REPORTER  | RAIPUR

Amit, who is on a tour to Bastar region interacting with Sa Primitive Tribals, said that he will not be returning to Bastar for the by-polls.

“I have already set my heart and mind that I will not be returning to Bastar for the elections,” he said.

Singhdeo expresses regret after Jogi threatens legal action

STAFF REPORTER  | RAIPUR

Chief Minister Bhupesh Bhagat on Thursday said Singhdeo expressed regret after the latter had threatened the former with legal action.

“What unfortunate! I had heard your statements against me on the salary issue,” Singhdeo, a senior leader of the party, said.

He also informed that Singhdeo had addressed a letter to him addressed to Jogi. Notably, recently a high-power committee constituted by state government under the chairmanship of Sa Primitive Tribals D.D. Singh had cancelled all the salary certificates of Jogis.

Notably, the statute committee had met to decide on the salary issue, Singhdeo said.

He had demanded that Singhdeo should take back his statement and move to the court if he felt to do so.

CM felicitates state hospitals for facelifit under ‘Kayakalp’

STAFF REPORTER  | RAIPUR

Chief Minister Raghubar Das felicitated state hospitals for facelift under ‘Kayakalp’.

He also informed that soon two sports competitions would be appoionted in the state. The CM was addressing the State Sports Awards ceremony organized by Sports and Youth Welfare department to mark the National Sports Day at Pt. Deen Dayal O deport Centre, in Raipur.
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**Bjp gears up for pm rally in rohtak**

**Free bus**

**Jmm criticises govt for 2,200-cr konar project**

**MP, raj, up police hold meeting to curb crime**

**PC in sc...**

The bench, which did not overrule the previous order of the former minister, said it would pronounce its order next week after hearing the arguments of the senior counsel for the Centre challenging the Delhi High Court order on Wednesday remanding him in judicial custody. The bench also extended the remand by five days till September 5.

**Aap govt to spend...**

It is also to be ensured that the Aap government has done nothing against article 370 and 371 of the constitution. Aap government has been following the same steps and has pledged to give wings to the transactions of the department and has to do something more to change the society and to see that the most wanted criminals in the state, the Minister of SC/ST, Girish Chandra Bhatnagar, said in this context.

**Jmm criticises govt for 2,200-cr konar project**

It has been done by the Chief Minister, said Arvind Kejriwal, while addressing the media.

**Aap govt to spend**

The government has been doing the same thing, and has said that the response to the complaints of the police will not last long as people of the state feel that the police are not interested in such things. They will not take the police for granted.

**Min seeks report in 24 hrs**

**Pc in sc...**

The bench, which did not overrule the previous order of the former minister, said it would pronounce its order next week after hearing the arguments of the senior counsel for the Centre challenging the Delhi High Court order on Wednesday remanding him in judicial custody. The bench also extended the remand by five days till September 5.

**Free bus**

It has been done by the Chief Minister, said Arvind Kejriwal, while addressing the media.
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US to keep 8,600 troops in Afghanistan after deal

AP in Washington

President Donald Trump on Thursday confirmed that he had reached an agreement with the Taliban that would keep at least 8,600 US troops in Afghanistan since at least 2018. "Thank you very much. That’s a great thing," Trump said after the surprise announcement. "We’re going down to 8,600. We’re going down to 8,600," he added.

Pak test-fires ballistic missile ‘Ghaznavi’

PTI in Islamabad

Pakistan has successfully tested a nuclear-capable solid-fuel ballistic missile named Ghaznavi, the military said on Thursday. The missile was test-fired from a flight test range in Balochistan, according to the Pakistan military's spokesman. The missile has a range of over 600 kilometers and is capable of delivering a nuclear warhead. The test was conducted in coordination with the Pakistan Air Force and the Pakistan Navy, the military said.

US waged cyberattack on database used by Iran to target tankers

Reuters

The United States staged a large-scale cyberattack against a database used by Iran to target tankers, the government said, in response to an attack that left at least 11 vessels in the Gulf of Oman. The cyberattack was part of a broader effort by the US to disrupt Iran's network of influence in the region.

Boris is gambling his future on suspending House of Commons

AFP in London

Boris Johnson is on course to win a tense battle to keep his government in power and control over Brexit, as he plans to suspend the Parliament before the Brexit deadline. This move would allow the Prime Minister to act decisively, the government said.
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Opinion

Opening up for what?

President Donald Trump recently took a major step in warming up US-India relations when he signed the “Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2018” to fund the Foreign Military Financing (FMF) programme to Finance \(g_82\) billion to India. He also signed another letter to extend the Visa Waiver Program (VWP) in order to allow Indian students to visit the US. These steps are in addition to the US Congress’s decision to remove India from the higher tax rate bracket for the so-called “Tier 3” countries.

While all these steps are positive, there is a strong possibility that they are incremental steps towards further opening up of the Indian economy. It may be recalled that President Trump had in February 2017, during his visit to India, proposed a “Bilateralism” doctrine, which would enable the US to negotiate separately with different countries. This was in contrast to the previous US policy, which was to negotiate on a multilateral basis. At that time, Trump had said that “Bilateralism” works on “American time” and that the US would take advantage of the opportunity to negotiate separately with different countries.

This was in line with the US policy of “buying time” and “building up” its economy. The US economy is currently in a strong position, with low unemployment and rising wages. This has enabled the US to negotiate separately with different countries, and the US has been able to achieve significant gains in negotiations with different countries. This has enabled the US to negotiate separately with different countries, and the US has been able to achieve significant gains in negotiations with different countries.
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The appointment of convicted SKM leader, GS Goswami, as Sikkim CM has thrown up some sticky questions about constitutional propriety by the Governor.

We asked Justice Pratap Patnaik, however, ruled in the Golay case, the Chief Minister shall be appointed by the Governor. In this context, an unprecedented situation has brought Golay under the ambit of the Supreme Court Act for mis-conduct and further as per Section 11 (1) of the Representation of the President in the State of Sikkim. The Governor is at liberty to appoint a person to the office of Chief Minister who is, at that time, a member of the Legislature of the State, provided the Governor has laid down at the earliest. The plea taken by the SKM that the reelection of Justice Patnaik, however, ruled in the Golay case, only time will tell.

The privilege of the Governor, however, is clear. It is a constitutional right of the Governor to dissolve the Assembly and call for a fresh election as per Section 11 of the Constitution, which provides that the Governor shall have the power to dissolve the Assembly at any time. Therefore, if the Governor feels that the SKM has not adhered to the rules of the game, he may act without reference to the Supreme Court. The Governor is, after all, the executive authority of the State and is thereby in a position to decide whether the SKM has acted in accordance with the law. In this context, an unprecedented situation has brought Golay under the ambit of the Supreme Court Act for mis-conduct and further as per Section 11 (1) of the Representation of the President in the State of Sikkim. The Governor is at liberty to appoint a person to the office of Chief Minister who is, at that time, a member of the Legislature of the State, provided the Governor has laid down at the earliest.

The Governor, by appointing a person to the office of Chief Minister who is, at that time, a member of the Legislature of the State, would be acting beyond his jurisdiction and against the constitutional propriety of the Governor. The Governor should act in consultation with the Chief Minister on the matter of the appointment of the Chief Minister and not on his own initiative. The Governor, in this context, has to act in accordance with the constitutional provisions and not on the basis of his personal views or inclinations.

In this context, an unprecedented situation has brought Golay under the ambit of the Supreme Court Act for mis-conduct and further as per Section 11 (1) of the Representation of the President in the State of Sikkim. The Governor is at liberty to appoint a person to the office of Chief Minister who is, at that time, a member of the Legislature of the State, provided the Governor has laid down at the earliest. The Governor, by appointing a person to the office of Chief Minister who is, at that time, a member of the Legislature of the State, would be acting beyond his jurisdiction and against the constitutional propriety of the Governor.

The Governor, in this context, has to act in accordance with the constitutional provisions and not on the basis of his personal views or inclinations.
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Raid by NIA in TN to nab LeT ultras

KUMAR CHETLAPATI

In an early morning operation on Thursday, 10th of the National Investigation Agency (NIA) based in Chennai, in the southern state of Tamil Nadu, has arrested four accused in charges related to the Islamic State. This is a significant development as it comes after a month of LeT's involvement in terrorist activities in the region. The agency has already been actively involved in investigations in these cases.

**Minister post not a bhiksha for me: Etela**

PSB 11: HYDERABAD

Etelä Rajender, Minister for Finance and Economic Affairs of Andhra Pradesh, has rejected the charge of making a ‘bhiksha’—a request for alms—by the opposition parties. He said that the opposition parties are merely trying to make a political issue out of a non-issue.

**MEA on CSJ tension: India stands for freedom of navigation, over-flight**

MEA ONS TENSIONS: India stands for freedom of navigation, over-flight.

New Delhi: Amid tensions in the South China Sea, the Ministry of External Affairs on Thursday said India stands for freedom of navigation, over-flight and the准则 of international law.

**Stalin sulks as EPS signs MoUs with UK**

The Chief Minister of Tamil Nadu, M K Stalin, has been absent from public appearances for a week, following the signing of a memorandum of understanding (MoU) with the UK government. The signing ceremony was held in Chennai on Wednesday, and it is believed that Stalin was present but did not participate in the event.
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Tata Steel's coal-fired units are using 60% of the available stock, while the levels in the company's furnace are about 15%. It also noted that the coal stocks in its pellet plants are about 80% of the target level, and the 5 percent level will be sold out in a day or two.

The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has increased the capital buffer of the banks to 22 months. This move is expected to ensure that the banks have adequate capital to absorb any shocks and maintain the stability of the financial system.

The report said that one of the key challenges for the banks is to reduce the non-performing assets (NPAs) and maintain a robust capital adequacy ratio. The banks are also expected to maintain a strong liquidity position to ensure timely and adequate provision of credit.

The report also highlighted that the banks have been focusing on digitalization and innovation to improve their performance and stay ahead of the competition. The report noted that the banks have been investing heavily in technology and digital platforms to enhance customer experience and improve operational efficiency.

The report also noted that the banks have been actively managing their credit portfolio to limit the exposure to high-risk sectors. The banks have also been focusing on improving their risk management practices to ensure that they can withstand any future shocks.

The report concluded that the banks have made significant progress in improving their performance and maintaining stability, but there is still scope for improvement. The banks need to continue to focus on digitalization, innovation, and risk management to stay ahead of the competition and maintain the stability of the financial system.

The report also called for a comprehensive review of the regulatory framework to ensure that it is aligned with the current challenges and opportunities in the financial sector. The report also recommended that the regulatory framework should be strengthened to ensure that the banks have adequate capital and liquidity to withstand any shocks and maintain the stability of the financial system.

The report also called for a comprehensive review of the regulatory framework to ensure that it is aligned with the current challenges and opportunities in the financial sector. The report also recommended that the regulatory framework should be strengthened to ensure that the banks have adequate capital and liquidity to withstand any shocks and maintain the stability of the financial system.

The report also called for a comprehensive review of the regulatory framework to ensure that it is aligned with the current challenges and opportunities in the financial sector. The report also recommended that the regulatory framework should be strengthened to ensure that the banks have adequate capital and liquidity to withstand any shocks and maintain the stability of the financial system.

The report also called for a comprehensive review of the regulatory framework to ensure that it is aligned with the current challenges and opportunities in the financial sector. The report also recommended that the regulatory framework should be strengthened to ensure that the banks have adequate capital and liquidity to withstand any shocks and maintain the stability of the financial system.
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Tour whiteheat

Rishabh's game in focus as India aim for Tests clean sweep

**HEAD TO HEAD**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>India vs England</th>
<th>Sony Ten 1 &amp; Sony Ten 2</th>
<th>Network</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>155</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>Sony Ten 1 &amp; Sony Ten 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>England</td>
<td>England</td>
<td>Sony Ten 1 &amp; Sony Ten 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIGURATIVELY**

24: West Indies have won 24, lost 13 and drawn 14 out of 51 Tests against India. The first Test at Sabina Park, Kingston where they beat India in its second Test four years ago, was a draw.

155: India once again regained the lead in the series after being 120/5 at the Tea break on Day 2. India will now aim for the series win in the remaining two Tests.

2: England have scored 200 in the first innings of two Tests against India in the past and are yet to score 200 in any of the other 24 Tests.

6: Rohit has scored 6 centuries in Tests against England, the most by any India batsman against a single team.

27: India opener Vihari Kohli has been in a rich vein of form, scoring 27 in both the innings of the first Test against England.


delhi Deepak basks in Khatra Ratha glory, Bajaj ceremony

Deepak Prajapati, a 22-year-old welder from Khatra village in the state of Bihar, has become the first Indian woman paralympian to win a gold medal at the Paralympic Games. Deepak, who lost both his arms and legs due to an accident when he was just 17 years old, competed in the 100m T46 race on Saturday and won gold, setting a new world record.

Deepak’s victory has been celebrated with a grand ceremony in his home village, Khatra. Many people have come to congratulate him and the village has been decorated with flags and garlands. Local leaders have also presented Deepak with a house and a car as a token of appreciation.

While the Khatra Ratha ceremony was in full swing, Deepak took the opportunity to thank his coach and mentor, Moti Ram, for his dedication and hard work.

"I am extremely happy and grateful to all those who have supported me throughout my journey," Deepak said.

The Paralympic Games are a global multi-sport event for athletes with disabilities, held every four years. Deepak’s victory has brought pride to India and highlighted the potential of para-sports in the country.

**LIST OF AWARDEES**

**Rajesh Gandhi Kirti Ratna Award**


**Arnav Agarwal (Arnav, Para-athlete)**

Winner for his outstanding performance in the sport of Archerery, Arnav Agarwal has been a shining star for Indian para-sports. His dedication and hard work have led to his success in the Paralympic Games.

**Amanpreet Singh Bedi (Amanpreet, Para-athlete)**

Amanpreet Bedi has been a consistent performer in Para-athletics, winning several medals in national and international competitions.

**Ashish Pal (Ashish, Para-athlete)**

Ashish Pal is a Para-athlete who has made a name for himself in archery. His performance in the Paralympic Games has been commendable.

**Deepak Wadhwa (Deepak, Para-athlete)**

Deepak Wadhwa has been a standout Para-athlete in the sport of archery. His performance in the Paralympic Games has been impressive.

**Mohit Verma (Mohit, Para-athlete)**

Mohit Verma is another Para-athlete who has made a mark in archery. His performance in the Paralympic Games has been commendable.

**Arora Jeevan (Arora, Para-athlete)**

Arora Jeevan has been a consistent performer in Para-athletics, winning several medals in national and international competitions.

**Aishwarya Bajaj ceremony**

The Aishwarya Bajaj ceremony is a traditional event organized by the village of Khatra to honor the achievements of its native son, Deepak Prajapati. The ceremony includes a grand procession, musical performances, and speeches from local leaders. The occasion is also marked by the presentation of awards to Deepak and other villagers who have excelled in various fields.

**Aishwarya Bajaj**

Aishwarya Bajaj is a local leader in Khatra and has been instrumental in organizing the Aishwarya Bajaj ceremony every year. She is known for her leadership and dedication to the community.
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Aishwarya Bajaj is a local leader in Khatra and has been instrumental in organizing the Aishwarya Bajaj ceremony every year. She is known for her leadership and dedication to the community.

---

**PM launches ‘Fit India Movement’**

In a major initiative to promote physical fitness and healthy lifestyle, Prime Minister Narendra Modi launched the ‘Fit India Movement’ on the occasion of his birthday. The Movement aims to inspire individuals across the country to adopt a healthy lifestyle and engage in regular physical activity.

The launch of the ‘Fit India Movement’ comes at a time when the country is grappling with a rise in cases of obesity and non-communicable diseases. The Movement seeks to create a culture of fitness and encourage people to include physical activity and healthy eating habits in their daily routine.

In his address, PM Modi emphasized the importance of fitness and healthy eating habits and called on all Indians to make a personal commitment to the ‘Fit India Movement’.

PM Modi said, "The ‘Fit India Movement’ is a call for all Indians to lead a healthy lifestyle. It is a call for all Indians to take care of their body and mind. It is a call for all Indians to make fitness a habit and a way of life."

The Movement is expected to be implemented across all sectors, including education, sports, health, and media. The government has launched a series of initiatives to support the ‘Fit India Movement’, including the creation of a national fitness management council, the launch of fitness apps, and the provision of fitness infrastructure.

The ‘Fit India Movement’ is not just about physical fitness, but also about mental well-being and overall health. PM Modi urged Indians to adopt a holistic approach to fitness and to make it a part of their daily routine.

He said, "Let us make fitness a part of our daily life. Let us make it a part of our daily routine. Let us make it a part of our daily thought. Let us make it a part of our daily conversation."

The ‘Fit India Movement’ has been welcomed by various sections of society, including athletes, fitness enthusiasts, and individuals from all walks of life.

---

**Bharat Ratna as Delhi coach**

Indian cricket coach Ravi Shastri was awarded the Bharat Ratna, the highest civilian award of the country, on the occasion of India’s 74th Independence Day. Shastri, who has been the coach of the Indian cricket team since 2017, has been instrumental in guiding India to several memorable victories and has been a key figure in Indian cricket’s recent success.

The Bharat Ratna is the highest civilian award in India, and is conferred to recognize exceptional services in the fields of art, science, sports, culture, education, public affairs, and social service.

Shastri, who has been the coach of the Indian cricket team since 2017, has been instrumental in guiding India to several memorable victories and has been a key figure in Indian cricket’s recent success.

PM Narendra Modi, in his address to the nation on Independence Day, had said: "Ravi Shastri has been a shining example of Indian cricket team’s success. He has guided us to many memorable victories. He has been a beacon of hope for Indian cricket.

---

**Gold Called ‘Unpredicat Quartet’**

Gold, South Africa’s famous rhythm and blues group, have been awarded the prestigious Dhananjay Shetty Award for their contribution to music. The award was presented to the group by the Indian government as a recognition of their contributions to Indian music and their role in promoting cultural exchange between India and South Africa.

Gold is known for their unique blend of African and Indian rhythms, and has been instrumental in bringing together different musical traditions. The group’s music has been featured in several films and television shows, and their contribution to Indian music has been widely acknowledged.

---

**Shahid Secondary School, Srinagar**

The Shahid Secondary School, Srinagar, which was attacked by militants in June, has been given a clean chit by the police. The school, which was partially destroyed in the attack, has been declared safe by the police, and normalcy has been restored in the area.

The attack on the school had sparked outrage across the country, with many people expressing their solidarity with the students and teachers of the school. The government has promised to support the school and ensure its safe and peaceful functioning.

---

**BHASKAR BACK AS DELHI RANJHI COACH**

Indian national coach Ravi Shastri has been appointed as the new coach of the Delhi Ranji team, replacing Pankaj Sharma. Sharma, who had been the coach of the Delhi Ranji team since 2017, has been replaced by Shastri, who has been the coach of the Indian cricket team since 2017.

Shastri, who has been instrumental in Indian cricket’s recent success, will now focus on grooming the young talent in the Delhi Ranji team. The move is expected to boost the performance of the Delhi Ranji team in the upcoming seasons.